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"OllPLETE SPE()IFICATION~

APparatus"forc A pply1.ng Adhes1:ve Stamps or Labels to Envelopes'
and, other, obj eots. .

I, ADAM GEORG D.IENZ~·Kataster-I~speotor,of 4, Queroarial, Stralsund, Germany,
do hereby declarethe natUJ."e., of my invention,; and in what .manner the same is to be
'perfo~ed, to be' partioularly described and'ascertained in and by the following
statement :-

5 The object of the present invention' is to provide convenient means for fixing
.~~ive stam'ps.,orlab~ .upon letters, ,or documents at any requi~cd place. ,The
'apparatus designed for tllls purpose serves not only to detach and moisten the stamps,
but: also to' subsequently apply the pressure 'necessary for fixing the stamps in place
by means of gum or other suitable binding material" "

10, The stamps' or labels to be used. with this apparatus, are united into a strip or
ta~,and wound upon aroller, Every time the apparatus is used, the strip is auto
matically fed forward for the length of a.stamp or label, a stamp is detached from
the strip, moistened, and gummed on at the desired spot. '

The apparatus comprises two principal parts, namely the frame carrying the
15 guide, together with the coiled strip or coil of labels and moistening apparatus,

and the mechanism which feeds the stamps or labels forward, detaches the individual
labels or stamps from the strip, and applies them to the paper.

In the accompanying drawinga :
~. 1 is a side elevation .

,20 Fig~ 2 a front elevation, and .
Fig. 3 a plan of an apparatus embodying this invention.
~..4 is a. sectionofthe same along line'z-.1: of Fig. 1.
Fig. ,5 is a' section along line !/-y of Fig. 3, with the hand stamp or die in position

read}' for use. _. .' "
26 Ftg.'6 is a similar section, but with the stani'p pressed down.

~. 7 is a cross section along line z-z of Fl~. 5.
Figs. 8 and 9 respectively are an underside VIew and a plan of the guide bed.
Figs. 10 to 17 are separate views and sections of the stamp.
F!6. 14 is a front elevation of the knife. , .

.80 WIth the aid of the said drawings, the apparatus may be described as follows:
On a stand or bedJ>late A which carries a pair of plates a and a1 is secured at b a

guiding .and supportmg frame B by means of a hinge-joint, so as to allow it to move
to~ards the said stand and away from the same. The said frame B, which consists
of a base-plate p' and a pair of cheeks '0, has on each side a pin WI (Figs. 1 and 3)

35 v , against which rest the springs c fixed .to the stand A, 80 as to maintain the said
frame in its highest poSItion. The up-and-down motion of the frame, the former
produced by the sprmgs c, and the latter (during the use of the apparatus) by the
!land ~iding t~e stamp (Figs. 10 to 17} is limited by the inner edges ?f the frame nO

, mto which projects the front end of the frame B. At the opposite end of the
40 frame B, the cheeks '0 contain two recesses which form bearings for the roller C.

The latter carries a' loose bobbin or' reel, upon which is wound the tape of
stamps or labels. In these 'perpendicular recesses or slots the axle of the roller
may move up and down: while the bobbin remains in contact with the base-plate P
under the influence of its own weight. . During this motion, the flanges of the roller

46 or bobbin which prevent the tapefrom falling down, are allowed free play in the
, _slots Wi of the base-plate p. ". .' .
. .... ',The tape or strip wound off the reel Cl pa.sses underneath a guide bar or bridge d
. laid across the frame B and slides over the pla.tep on to the first pair of rollers f.
- In the crossbar d are fixed two thin strips of metal e, which, like the crossbar dwhich

-60 is secured, to the . cheeks to, do not rest on the base-plate p, but are held at a
[Priu 8d.]



~taDceorab<:tltj:,:.'fuillhne~~:':&O~! th'8':~~ Th~ object of these s~rips e is to:,
~.:~!';~P$"o~~t:a.m~ ~own;' all~"e.speciall1 to retamthe stamp, after It has been.
• t;o1l;t-U~~'~lWf~~~~~ ,,'-1.. , , ','. f 11 . tl lr;n"':'

x ~or'thls" urp<>~~~'Sa.id stp.ps,.r~t upo~,.the~ 0 ro ers, or stric y ~pea~,·~
lii:the' shall:w ~ov~'l~'(Fig;8)foi'~ed'~these' rollers, ~~ereby ~~e, ~~rl~~ e are 5
~ilvebteCi frbDi"~fliDlf sid:e~~~~,? Th~~ro.f !"CRera; 1fUr.~ lR' be:W1D~a,. wmch are
~ed 'onthespringsl~:(Fi~!3iand! 8);,wp:ere~1' t~ey: arepressed agamst the front
ends:':()f~:·tlle:.~ips~'{#);and! conseq,uently' pr-oJect 'slightly over the', .uppeIt~ase
~ate p,'because the:sa.id:strips8 fi~,into the ~O?vesl6 o~ the rop.erf",a'8,mentlOned 10

·~t~·p~i~·ofro11ers/has,the further object of feeding the strip forward and is
therefore serrated.f: In the cross Qat d the levers 9 are fixed on a revoluble axle.ff
(~igs.· 1, ~ and' 6)~' '. " . ' ," . . : '. .

The rods g' pivoted; tothe leve~g carry at the bottom an axle l sunk crOSSWISe
into the lower face of the base-plate p, the said. axle being, when the Ievcrs 9 are 15,
depressed by the stamp, likewise pressed downward, and thereby pressing down the
am8Jl springs m :which rest against the axle I and hold the latter up, together with

',the rods u'.and leversg.... .. . , .
. ' 'These springs m, of,which there are. about 6 placed side by side on a plate m'
(Fig. 8) fi~ed on the lower. face o~ the base plate p, carry at their front ends the 20
pins,mJ (FIgS. 5 and 6) which project over tile upper face of the plate p and enter
an aperture d1 contained in the lower side of the bridge d. Consequently, as soon
as ~ row of perforationa of the tape of stamps situated underneath the said bridge d,
and drawn along under the same, reaches the needles m1, the latter pasR through
the perforations and prevent a further feed-motion of the tape. 25

The base-plate Ii extends only to the vicinity of the first pair of rollers f, but
not to t'hat p~rt o! .the guide-piece, in which the 3 pairs of roller~ are si~ua~
Two of the 8&ld Farra, namely the first t.. and the last 11, have their bearmgs m
springsjl and f , ap'p]ied to the Iower 8lde of the base-plate and to the cheeks of
the .guide-piece, '\Vhifethe intermediate pair It, whichis coated with felt, is held in 30
sUEPorts iiI provided witli. clips. " .'

These supporting posts hI are movable up and down in guides h2 (Fig. 4) formed
on the box Ie which serves aaa water basin, (Figs. 4, 5 and 6), and springs h' are
employed, which press the sai~ posts. constantly upward, to a given point, which may
be accuratelr chos~n ~r regulated by means of adjustable nuts h'" placed at the 35
lower ends of the posts hi. .

The water basin Ie is secured in the stand A and provided with tubes P serving
. as guides. The supporting posts JcI (Fig. 4) movable up and down in these guides

and constantly pressed upward, by sprin~ carry at their upper ,ends a frame l
which serves to receive the felt strip [1 reaching into the water of the basin k, and 40
on these supports or spindles 11 rest the angle-pieces n (Fig. 4) fixed under the
cheeks of the guide, .As 'these spindles Kf~ which are constantly pressed upward
by springs, also serve to support the guide and to hold it up, the springs c which
serve the same purpose, may be omitted in some cases.

Above the axle of the central pair of rolls l" the cheeks are provided with 45
recesses ur (Fig. 1) in such a way, that when the ~uide. B is depressed, the said
~r of rolls continues first of all to maintain its original position, and only when
the guide is lowered still further, the frame l, which is also depressed by the angle
piece n, releases the said pair of rolls 11 and so carries it along. Clamp screws
prevent the pair of rolls from turning too easily, causing the stamps to drag over 50
them and so become moistened.'

The h!W1e. l ~ s~micircular ;. bl which arrangement th~ strips of felt in so ~r
as they lie WIthin 1t assume a simllar form and 80 press aga.mst the felt rolls 11 With
the whole of their surface and moisten them. When the machinery is at rest, owing
to the position of the pair of rolls f and the raised frame, the stamps are not pressed 55
against the felt rolls, 80 that when the apparatus is not being used, the stamps are
not moistened and consequently anydanger of dissolving o[the gum is avoided. 0]1
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the ~d:e.rsid.eo(the·b.~dge;~~'also on: the opposite side of the bottom plate,-a
Jlum~~OfJIlet~8trips'pl,~e'insertedwith their-edges projecting, Figs. 5, G, 9, the
Jleedl~!,llpressing betweenthem."The objeCt of these strips is,to prevent the stamps
,en~up.teringanyresis~nc.e,:'~it~~r.unc1er.the bridge, or on the guide plate at the

5eCLies,.?(~e,grooves. W1th'~¥~-lt 18 provided, . -.
-. ~he.pl&tes-aanda1.which:-are:attached.· to the frame.A., serve for receiving the
documents;·to which the' ~t&mPs'are to 'be affixed, or to which .they have been
&ttao4ed~eady. _. _ -, _ -. -- _' -

The',plates' may 'be omitted. altogether, or arranged in a different manner, as for
JO~plenear the apparatus, without being connected with it. .If the stamps are to

be atta<?hed on, the 'plate al~ the' said plate is provided with a substratum of felt,
indiarubber, or any other suitable material, in order to enable the die .by which the
stamps are. attached, to .be pressed down at the spot, .where the stamp is to be
attached, a guide led~e a'J provided with a triangular notch is affixed to one side. .,

15 This guide Iedge a, in combination with th.e piston projecting above the plate a l

and raised by sprlllgs, serves to .give a proper position to the document one side of
. ~hich~,presses against the guide ledge at, the adjoining side coming in contact with

the PISton.- '
The recesses a4 in the guide piecec", the distance between which corresponds to

20 the size of the stamps, enable .one ,to apply a .number of stamps in the proper
position side by side quickly and with certainty. For this purpose, the plate a is
likewise divided alon~ i~ front ei!ge, the subdivisi~n~ ?orrespon~ing to.the. width.of
the stamps, and 'the die 18 so 'applied between the diVISIOns, that Its proJectm$r knife
rests against the front edge of the .. plate a l • ~he cheeks w of the guide (F'ig. 7),

25 ~ also t~e bridge ~, are 'internallJ so~ewhat <:<>nical, in order to facilitate ~he
introduction of the die, Strengthening' ribs w' (FIg. 9) are formed on the underside
of the bottom plate of cheeks w, the distance between them corresponding to the
widtJ:!. of the stamps, and the .under part of the die (13) being guided between them.
Through these projections pass also the rods I, and the points, S3 of .the die enter

30 the groove or channel ,p" in the bottom plate I'.
II. The die consists of a 'handle D and the 'foot-plate E, connected with 'it. The

opening 0 (Fig. 12) in the handle 'D is bushed and closed above by the screw 01• .A.
sp~al spring ~'J is situa¥ inside this opening or ~ole 0 and acts upon the knife r

~
FJ.g. 14), which works m tbj foot plate E, and projects over the same. .A. sleeve r6

35 Figs. 12 & 17) is mounted on the -upward projection ~ of the knife, and on this
eeve presses the spring 0'J. The object of the said sleeve is to prevent the knife

from jamming, even if the 'knife 'is'lifted up unequally; the knife r is provided at
the sides with two projections ,,1, which assist the guiding and enable the knife to
be lifted. These projections slide in grooves r" which are arranged in the sides of

40 the foot of the die.
The upward movement of the knife r is limited .by the edges of the groove or

channel ,.I, and the downward movement by the strips r'let into the foot of the die.
The knife r, which consists of three 'blades formed on a sin~le leaf, and having a
triangular shape, engages over the strips e (Figs. 5 & 6) WIth the nicks situated

45 between every two of the blades, to which end the two grooves r7 (Fig. 16) are
arranged in the footplate,' and serves the purpose of effecting the almost complete
separation or cutting apart of the stamps-from one another. . .

The posterior end of the footplate, which is stepped back from ,·4,-the stepped
back portion 'being of the same width as the stamps, i.e. of the same width as the

50 clear space between the ribs Ie' of the cheeks to-contains a casing or box s open
on both sides, and in which works a piston 81 provided with two pins S3, and con
stantly pressed by a spring ,2 against the die foot wall at the inner end of the said
casing, from which, however, it is umableto pass out, as a screw (Figs. 12 & 13)
limits the action of the,sprin~on the other side of the piston. The distance between

55 the points ,. is the same, as the width of the stamps. The piston at, as also the bore
9f 8, are stepped back-s-the spring .~ lying between the edges of these steps. The
casing 6 is rIgidly connected with 'the' piston t 1 guided in the tube t, and depressed



Dle~~'~.4pp~r~l!8IQr/fjiliiiFiJ -;"{dresitiBtamps .or,Labels to Envelopes,-?:c~'~-:;-~~'
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by a ~p~,g>~~~ ty.pon tth~ pis~~n.; -By,D;l~a~ o!-.:theiPin.s sa of the piston ,s~ which,
the tulle caInes, Itca.tches Into or engages inthe perforations b-tween .two stamps,
and s~~~~xe$l~¥:fonr~rd.·~ .~he~~sing)$ :~an be)ix'e~ higher Ol;lo:w~i, ~Y.rn,ea~s·
.()fth~.!D.ut;~~1:~.~~:,~ s~es .to,pre,:ent 'It' from falling out.. fhe front: :en~ <?of!.
the footpl8.te 18 ~proVlded Wlthan inclined edge (tr .to enable 1 L -to .gli,de. .over rtlie,.""5
rolle~~1 ~t~ 'gr~ate~, ~ase.~~ ~.f.e~~id-fQOtp1ate.:is·~omew11at bro~ d~r. than the stamps,
a.n~ ~aybecov~Wf.~.:~eh~e~ ~f,felt or india-rubber, to facilitate -theatamps
being pressed on to the document. '. ' . . .

The:tw? po~~,~;~it~t~ 8:t this end of the .footpl~te, where they are each held
down by~. 8'pnng, are either roughened or provided with small hooks, and may be 10
made to pr9J~ct more or Iesabymeans of the nuts v' situated at the upper end of their
spindles or shanks. They serve the purpose of retaining on the bottom of the die the
stamps $at have been almost Completely separated by the knife. To permit of the
pass8¥eof the needles r, and subsequently of the knife 1', through the line of perfora
tions In'the stamps, a certain clearance is left between the rollers of the first pair f, in 15
addition to which the hook p'" which is attached to the underside of the bottom
plate l' (Figs. 1 ,& 6); and on which the 'stamp comes to lie, is provided on its upper
side with a nick. Consequently, the stamp, which in many cases has been completel,
separated during the perforation, and adheres firmly to the underside of the die, 18

carried overthe moistened 'pair of rollers !I, during the forward motion of the die, 20
This is effected by the first pair of rolls which press the stamp firmly against the
die, and also.bythe needles L' which have perforated the stamp. If it happens, that
the stamp has riot been comp1ete1i cut off, owing to the above peculiarity of the
knife, which takes place in the majority of cases, there accrues the advantage, that
the connection between the. strips of stamps, which are thus permitted to remain 25
unsevered, 'caUses them to be pulled through better than could be done by the sole
action of the points ,,' arranged in the back part of the die.

T,his connection is severed by the third pair of rolls t'1, which has its bearings in
the sprmg .II (Fig. 8) and lays itself with its notches closely against the projecting
die, or' against the india-rubber plate. 30

The 'said pair of rolls also presses on the stamp which is held fast by the hooks
of tlie needles e, and completely tears off the stamp (which has already been partly
severed from the strip by the knife r) from the' strip, which is held fast by the
needles tnl of the small springs In, which have entered the perforation situated
underneath the bridge d. • 35

The stamps may, of course, be attached to the document on any other suitable
plate lined with felt, rubber or similar material, or on a table, instead of using for
this purpose the plate a l •

A number of frames B, carrying the guides as described above, can be combined
upon a single frame with the moistening devices above mentioned, in such a way, 40
that. a special ~uide and stamp roller or coil is provided for each variety of stamp,
but only one die is required for all three kinds of stamps and guides, the said guides
being placed close together and preferably parallel to each other.

The rollers, on which are wound a certain number of stamps from a 100 to a 1,000,
can be provided with a suitable device, by means of which a control may be 45
exercised at any moment, while the stamps are being used, so as to prevent
subsequent counting from being necessary, or the stamps may be numbered
consecutively.

The stamps are sold or consumed by the roll of 100, 200, 500, 1,000 or more;
and it may be remarked, that even the rolls of 1,000 stamps have a diameter of not 50
more than 5 em" while single stamps may be detached from them.

METHOD OF WORKING.

When the stamp spool CI has been placed on the roller C and the basin K filled
with, water, so as to moisten the strips of felt and felt-rollers, the first stamp is
grasped and shoved under the bridge d, at the same time pressing down the lever V 55
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,~~~,,'> ,.~"~,t1!,,~~;P~..~~,~,~,o,':,~~"~t the,s. ;no_J,'~,Qg~!", ;pr,9ject :tbovethe foot,
pl~~¥.r.. ~t~,,,. !Ei~.. oye .: ~entio.~¢9.:.1;S ...draw~ forward, pntd th,: st.amp edge
~*~;'!Vl.~~j~~~Jlt.~~~f.:t~~i~~~~JXl,plat.e. J,f n.ow~~h~,leyer9 l.)e d~e~gaged,
\h6~.~~~.i~~ia~l.Ji'thr9~h;tlle 'p~rfol,"atlOns.of :the':s~mp which' IS .situated

6.~under~ebnage;J>eO&use the diataacebetween theedge of-the footplate and the
~,(which'arein·,th8inid.dle o(the bridge) is equal to the width of four stamps.
··In:.this way,1(he'pinsholdsthe strip of stamps fast. The die is now introduced

.between th~:Cheeks ,w C?~' the' guide :a,in such a way, that that end which contains
the casin~ " ~, b.e:'p~~ea. near )ihe' inner ~dge of the bridge d. .: ".' J

10 (\~he, dl~,whi,ch.18, ,,str8Jg,ht ,:on both sides underneath the ledges r:i near the
point r\ .and :wedge-shaped at its further .end, has' such ~ position, that the pro
J~ctions r 1 of its ,knife .r,rest upon .t4e cheeks to of the guide, while the levers 11 are,
8ltuatedunderneath..the wedge-shaped steps of the die. If the die be pressed down,
the two-Ievers 9 ,are .earried with it, and the pins m1 .are withdrawn from the

15 pe1:ofora.tions of .the strip,of stamps. Owing to' the 'pressing down of the die, the '
knife ,r. is drawn up into the foot of the die, or the die pressed down over the knife,
'owing to the fact, that the projections r l (Fig. 14) rest on ~the cheeks w. When the
die is pressed down, its back end rests upon the bottom plate, and its stepped or
bevelled. portion is situated between the ribs w· of, the cheeks w, its grooves r7

20 gliding over the .strips e, while the pins ,3, enter the groove /,2, (Fig. 9. ) in the
footplate, through the perforations situateJ in front and at the back of a stamp.
In the meantime, the pair of rollers jl are pressed down by the other end of the
die, the surface of which projects slightly above the surface of the posterior end.
By this means, the stamp situated at this place is pressed off the strip e and held

25 tight between the roller and the underside of the die. The wedge-shaped steps at
the posterior end of the die have been adopted, because the Ier ers 9 in turning on
their. axes assume an inclined position, and they have the additional purpose of
allowing a slow and gradual raising of the levers g, and the pins fit, as soon as the
die is shoved forwards. When the die is depressed in this manner, the pins sS of

30 the piston s' movable in the casing 8 pass through the perforations at the ends of the
stamp underneath it. The foremost points .t' do not come into action during this
first. depression, but merely enter the hooks p3, and the space between the rollers f,

.' since there is no stamp underneath them.
If now the die be pressed forward, until the projections of the knife or cutters r

35 leave the central raised portion of the cheeks w, the result is, that the spring 0
2,

(the projections ,.1 being freed), will drive the knife forward beyond the die-foot
and past the front edge of the bottom plate, so as to separate the first stamp almost
completely from the strip of stamps.

The forward motion of the die is limited by the front wall of the guide B, the
40 feed motion of the strip of stamps is equal to the size of the stamps, but the forward

movement of the die is somewhat greater.
By the first forward movement of the die, the first stamp, owing to the feed

motion of the strip of, stamps caused by the pins s3 and the close adhesion of the
strip of stamps between the roughened roll and the foot-plate of the die, has reached

45 the first pair of rolls f, so that the perforations between the first and the second
stamp are situated exactly over the front edge of P:

If now the die be brought back into the first named position, upon the elevated
portion of the guide cheeks, then depressed and in this position shoved forward,
the first stamp which has been perforated by the points v and held fast under the

50 die, is carried over, the felt roll 't and is thus moistened. The wet felt roller h; the
upper surface of which has been moistened by depressing the die, occupies a
position, in which its upper surface is situated in the same plane, as those of the two
other rollers or even above it and is thus pressed by springs against the stamp. At
the end of the forward movement, the knife r cuts off the second stamp almost

55 completely. , ' . .. .
The first stamp'lS now completely torn. off from the strip, owmg to the forward
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~~pres~ the springs m' fixed on.the lower. surlace.of.B, ~the~8.id springs being armed
with pms adapted to pass through the perforations between two stamps Into the
recesses of the bridge, substantially as described .... ,:·,"f L.',

4. In apparatus as specified by claim 1, a stamp.moistener, comprising a water
5 receptacle into which dip strips of felt l~ supported. bya frame held up by springs,

and a pair of felt-covered rollers a likewise held .up by springs, the said rollers It
being turned during the forward motion of the hand. st~mp 01' die, and adapted to
touch the felt strips [1, when the guide B is being"depressed, substantially as
described.

10 5. In apparatus as specified by claim 1, a die or hand stamp having pins l' and
a knife which is constantly pressed downward by a spring, but withdrawn into the
foot by applying pressure to the die, the said die or stamp containing also a casing'
carrying a piston armed with pins and pressed downward by a spring acting on the
piston t, the said die or hand stamp having in front ·a broken edge to facilitate the

15 forward or feed motion of the stamp, and a widened felt-covered part adapted to
apply pressure to the entire surface of the stamp (including the edges), while the
rear part is bevelled off or inclined for the purpose of acting slowly on the levers g,
substantially as described.

Dated this 1st day of November 1890.

London: Printed for Her Majesty's Stationery Offioe,by Darling at Bon, Ltd.-1891.·
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